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Ellen Fitzpatrick -Graduation Song The Time Has Come For Us To Move On
Misc Unsigned Bands

Capo 4th fret

Intro: B F# G#m7 E x 2

B                    F#                G#m7                    E       
weve been here a thousand times and we have walked these floors
B               F#           G#m7                 E           B
when i think about it i know i feel quite unsure
          F#             G#m7          E                 B
so many people we have met, still i know we ll never forget
             F#          G#m7         E
all those memories as they linger near

                B                          F# 
there was the first time we got here we wallked right through that door and 
           G#m7     E
we were welcomed in 
          B                 F#                        G#m7               E 
i had my new shoes on and everyone was getting lost but we found our way,
B                       E
we found our way

Chorus:
       B             F#            G#m7     E
but now the time has come for us to go
             B                   F#
weve got to leave this path behind
               G#m7                       E
but weve got a whole new road ahead of us
              B                F#          G#m7 E
and now the time has come for us to move on

B                         F#           G#m7                  E         
as i walk down the corridors all the years they spring to mind
B                         F#                    G#m7              E       
when i was late for mcconnels class and i was told to wait outside
B                      F#                       G#m7             E        
i remember it like it was yesterday the first time i got some goo
B                  F#                  G#m7            E
but all of these memories they will always linger near

           B                       F#                         G#m7 
there was one time in fourth year mcmanus threw his shoe at aido
                   E
he never spoke again
                B                             F#                     G#m7



there was that other time in 6th year when everyone went to club nassau 
                           E
but we wont bring that up 
B                       E
no we ll never bring that up

Chorus:
B                    F#            G#m7       E
but now the time has come for us to go
            B                   F#
weve got to leave this path behind
               G#m7                E
but weve got a whole new road ahead of us
              B               F#       G#m7         E
and now the time has come for us to move on ooohhhh
    B   F#          G#m7     E       B      F#
to move on, to move on ooohhhh, to move on

     
 B                F#                         G#m7               E    
so now that the time has come i think were ready to let this go
 B                      F#                      G#m7               E     
even though we are leaving here  i know we ll always be remembered
                  B            E               B 
i know we ll always be remembered


